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THE KNIFE
 THAT STARTED IT ALL.

Our story begins in Vietnam, where members 

of a highly classified US special ops unit – 

known as MACV-SOG – carried a unique combat 

knife into the jungle on covert missions. Years 

later, in 1986, that knife inspired a young 

designer named Spencer Frazer to found SOG 

Specialty Knives. His mission: to reproduce 

the original SOG Bowie knife and pay tribute 

to the special ops unit that created it. What 

began as a single commemorative model 

soon became a full line of innovative tools – 

field-proven by US Special Forces, even honored 

as the Navy SEAL knife of choice. Today, SOG 

knives are carried with confidence into the 

most demanding situations.  Forged out of 

tradition, hardened in the field, honed for you.  

 

So whether you’re protecting others or leading 

an epic hunting expedition, tackling one of life’s 

everyday challenges or facing your most extreme 

conditions yet, lead the way with SOG. 

TAKE POINT.
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Spec Elite Auto

Born of the military, SOG has accompanied elite US Special 
Forces and law enforcement professionals on missions for 
decades. With a well-earned reputation for engineering, 
precision and quality, SOG continues to make knives and 
tools trusted the world over by the best of the best. So whether 
you’re answering the call of duty or arming yourself with 
innovation, lead the way with SOG.

Just good enough and too fast are not words in 
our vocabulary, and the new Spec Elite Auto is no 
exception. These knives employ our state-of-the-
art auto mechanism, built-in safety, reversible 
low carry clip, and stout construction –  
making them ideal for LE and Military. 

The SOG-TAC is big but relatively slim and is 
specifically designed for action. Features an 
aluminum handle, safety lock, reversible 
bayonet-style clip, and a tactical tanto blade. 

The Trident Folder employs SOG Assisted Technology 
for fast opening, with an Arc-Actuator to lock 
stronger and release easier. Also includes built-in 
safety and a patented handle groove to cut 
seatbelt, paracord, fishing line, etc., while 
the knife is closed.

The Aegis line of premier folders is 
equipped with SOG Assisted Technology for 
fast opening. Includes reversible pocket 
clip, built-in safety, and checkered DigiGrip 
handle for improved grip.

SOG-TAC Auto

Trident Folder

Aegis  
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SOG Bowie 2.0

Pentagon Elite II

Growl  &  Snarl  NEW   

Pentagon

Based on the original SOG Bowie, but updated 
with a modern feel and materials. Features a 

sculpted crossguard, epoxied leather washer handle, 
deep hollow grinds, TiNi coating, and faceted tip for 

that unmistakable SOG signature. 

Vulcan

The Vulcan is a formidable folding knife, featuring 
an Arc-Lock locking mechanism, steel liners 
and glass-reinforced nylon handle, tanto 
blade with kick deployment, and a   
reversible pocketclip.

The Pentagon Elite II is impeccably 
balanced and features ergonomic glass-

reinforced nylon handles, ambidextrous slotted 
thumbstuds, bead-blasted blade, Arc-Lock locking 

mechanism, reversible clip, and shark tooth tip for    
increased point strength.

These Jason Brous-designed knives explore 
“functional fantasy” in various forms, featuring 

9CRMoV stainless steal blades and unique handles, 
with a brass knuckle inspired handle on the Snarl, and a    

linear design molded plastic handle on the Growl.

The Pentagon offers the instant choice between a serrated or 
straight edge for cutting options, as well as an aggressively 
checkered handle to provide confident gripping and 
sensational balance. 
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Tactical Tomahawk

Voodoo Hawk

Based on the Vietnam tomahawk, the Tactical Tomahawk is a 
versatile tool for breaching operations, excavation, obstacle 

removal, extraction, and other utility applications, 
making it a universal tool for modern man. 

The Voodoo Hawk is a combination of our Tactical 
Tomahawk and FastHawk, featuring an extended 

cutting head, smaller compact glass-
reinforced nylon handle, and metal butt 

cap. Includes Nylon carry sheath.

EOD PowerLock 2.0

SEAL Pup Elite  &  SOG Ops  

Our bestselling PowerLock, now with Explosive 
Ordinance Disposal components! Features compound 
leverage gears for fast opening and added gripping 
strength, as well as a multitude of EOD-centric 
components, like a C-4 Punch, blastic cap crimper, 
and hardwire cutters.

An evolution in fixed blades, the SEAL Pup Elite and 
SOG Ops feature stylish blade shapes, large thumb 

scallops for additional control, and perfectly balanced 
glass-reinforced nylon handles for instinctive movement.
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Engineered with precision and built to perform, SOG knives and tools 
are field-proven and trusted by hunters who demand the best. Our 
full line of hunting knives and tools are honed for your hunt and built 
expressly for you, with superior styling and innovation. Take your hunt 
to a whole new level.

Twitch XL Wood Handle  NEW

Twitch II Wood Handle  NEW   

The Twitch XL is now with a beautiful rosewood handle!  The 
Twitch XL includes SOG Assisted Technology with a blade kick 

for fast opening, a reversible low-carry pocket clip, and a lock-
back locking mechanism with safety switch.

Huntspoint S  &  Huntspoint B  NEW   

The Huntspoint series was developed specifically with 
hunters in mind, with skinning and boning blade 
shapes and flat grind blades for ease of use. 
Includes leather sheath, also available in glass-
reinforced nylon handles.

The Twitch II, one of our most popular everyday carry knives, 
is now available in a hunter version as well. The Twitch II 
includes SOG Assisted Technology, along with a blade 
kick for fast opening, a low-carry pocket clip, rosewood 
handles, and a lock-back locking mechanism with 
safety switch.
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BladeLight  Fixed Blade  &  Folder

Aura Hunting

Visionary II

Revolver Hunter

This is a game changer! Employing 6 LEDs molded directly into 
the GRN handle on either side of the knife blade, the BladLight 
provides shadowless light while cutting or as a flashlight 
when closed or in the sheath. The BladeLight is IPX-7 rated 
for water resistance to full immersion and gives off 25 
Lumens (fixed blade) or 37 Lumens (folding) of bright 
white light. 

The Aura Hunting features a high impact and 
tough glass-reinforced nylon handle over molded 

with rubber for non-slip comfort. Also includes an 
integrated crossguard and guthook in the flatground 

blade. Best of all, a carbide sharpener unscrews from the 
back of the handle! 

The SOG Visionary II features the same spectacular 
blade shape as the Spec Elite, with a finely textured glass-

reinforced nylon handle that is both lightweight and ergonomic. 
Features an Arc-Lock locking mechanism for quick opening, superior 

strength, and ambidexterity. 

The Revolver Hunter offers a unique rotating blade and saw 
combination for two tools in one. Simply press the release 

button found in the handle and switch between the two at will! 
Also features a strong glass-reinforced nylon handle with stainless 

steel liners and a nylon carry sheath.
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Honored as the Navy SEAL knife of choice and refined for everyday 
applications, SOG offers a full line of high-quality knives and tools 
that feature superior styling and innovation. Forged out of tradition, 
hardened in the field, and honed for you. So no matter what your task 
or where you take them – from your front door to the front lines – SOG 
is your tool of choice.

Access Card 2.0

SlimJim  NEW

Flash I  &  Flash II

The Access Card can take you anywhere! It’s the 
thinnest and lightest Arc-Lock locking mechanism 

knife on the market, so thin it can fit in a wallet! Features 
full stainless steel construction and a pocket/money clip.

The SlimJim is the slimmest assisted opening 
knife in the world, and it shows! Features 

full stainless steel construction, SOG Assisted 
Technology for fast opening, lock-back locking 

mechanism, a lock safety switch, reverseible pocket clip, 
and now available with a tanto blade.

A SOG bestseller, the Flash series has proven to be 
a fully capable workhorse for day-to-day activities. 

Features SOG Assisted Technology for fast opening, an 
Arc Actuator locking mechanism, lock safety switch, textured 

glass-reinforced nylon handles, and a reversible pocket clip.

Mini Aegis 

The Aegis Mini features a full-bodied blade, 
SOG Assisted Technology for fast opening, 
reversible pocket clip, built-in safety, 
and checkered DigiGrip handle for 
improved grip. 
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PowerDuo

Tomcat 3.0

The PowerDuo combines a pocket knife with the 
versatility of a multi-tool. Features compound leverage 
for increased gripping power and one-hand opening, 

full-sized blade, Phillips screwdriver, bottle opener/
flat screwdriver, can opener/small flat screwdriver, 
toothpick and tweezers. Includes nylon sheath.

The Tomcat 3.0 is the successor to the first SOG folding 
knife. Features easy one-hand opening and ambidextrous 

Arc-Lock locking mechanism, Kraton rubber handle with 
stainless steel liners, and a black nylon carry pouch.

Arcitech

SlipTron  NEW

Pocket PowerPlier

The Arcitech is a high-end folding knife featuring the easy 
one-hand opening and ambidextrous Arc-Lock locking 
mechanism, san mai blade steel, Abalone thumb stud, 
reversible pocket clip, and jigged bone handle with 
Titanium bolster and liners.

The SlipTron features full stainless steel construction and a slip 
joint locking mechanism that’s heavy duty, yet light enough to 
carry with you everyday.

SOG’s Pocket PowerPlier is packed with essential 
tools that include pliers/grippers, wire cutters, 
partially serrated blade, small/large 
screwdrivers, Phillips screwdriver, three-sided 
file, can opener, bottle opener, awl, rulers, 
lanyard and heavy duty nylon pouch.
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BadAxe Backcountry NEW

                   BadAxe    
Base Camp NEW  

Fling NEW  

Tangle NEW  

  
                SOGfari Machete 

Preferred by US Special Forces teams and field-proven by the best of the 
best, SOG is ideal for anyone preparing to face nature’s most extreme 
conditions. With a full line of knives and tools that are engineered with 
precision and built to perform, you can carry your SOG with confidence 
knowing it’s ready to rise to any occasion, just like you.

The BadAxe Backcountry features a raw-forged 
steel axe head, glass-reinforced nylon handle 
with solid fiberglass core, and a compact 
saw with patented finger guard that 
stows conventiantly in the handle. 

The BadAxe Base Camp features a solid 
raw-forged steel head and neck, with 

a thermal molded rubber handle and 
molded nylon sheath. 

The Fling features full tang construction 
with a paracord wrap. Perfect for target 

practice!  Includes nylon sheath.

The Tangle features full tang construction, 
paracord wrap, and a flat grind drop point 

blade. Includes molded nylon sheath.

The SOGfari machete includes carbon steel blade with 
saw back, kraton rubber handle, and nylon sheath. 
Available in 3 sizes.
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Dark Energy 214A  &  247A

                    
PowerLock

                    
Contractor Series

Dark Energy flashlights feature a Cool White Cree 
R5 LED bulb with an Optical-grade Polycarbonate 
Lens and textured aluminum reflector housed in a 
heavy duty aluminum body. IPX-7 rated for water 
resistance to full immersion in up to 1M for 30 
minutes.

The PowerLock was the first SOG 
multi-tool to offer patented Compound 
Leverage gears to generate twice the 
gripping power and fast one-handed 
opening. Also includes helf-serrated 
knife, saw, screwdrivers, awl, file, can 
& bottle openers and more. 

The Contractor series is designed 
specifically for tradespeople, 
including electricians, handymen, 
and for those who take pride 
in a job well done. Modernizing 

traditional patterns with patent 
pending holes/notches for stripping wire, 

aggressive aluminum/G10 grips, as well as 
razor sharp blades. 

SOG doesn’t settle for being the proper tool for anything, we 
seek to be nothing short of the best. Forged, hardened and 
honed, our full line of knives and versatile multi-tools is 
engineered with precision and built to perform. So whether 
you’re leading a crew on a worksite or tackling a weekend “to 
do” list, SOG gets the job done right.

The PowerAssist builds on the SOG multi-tool platform by 
including two assisted opening blades, available when the 
tool is closed!  Also includes compound leverage gears for 
one-handed opening and twice the gripping strength, 
plus assorted components.

PowerAssist
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